
antriebstechnik

it’s time for tomorrow

NoiselessPlus
Unique smoothness. High radial loads.

Unbeatable reductions.

Unheard of!
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The optimum set-up
NoiselessPlus shows its strengths best wherever the application 

requires maximum power output and lowest noise operation.

• High effi ciency and unique energy effi ciency

• Noise level independent of load, even under extreme operating 

conditions

• Maximum smoothness thanks to intelligent gear-tooth 

technology

• High radial load thanks to double-sided ball bearings on the

drive shaft

• One and two-stage versions for high reductions from 4.33 to 231:1

• Numerous possible combinations with all standard EC and 

DC motors

• Customer connection geometry for fl exible adaptation to 

individual requirements

Groundbreaking in gearhead technology!

NoiselessPlus – the pioneering 
planetary gearhead with unique 
smoothness
ZEITLAUF® stands for progressive and 

 intelligent solutions in gearhead techno-

logy. Our versatile product series are the 

result of intensive research and develop-

ment. State-of-the-art technologies 

that are convincing in practice thanks 

to maximum performance – we have 

made a name for ourselves in this sector.

NoiselessPlus is setting new standards for 

planetary gearheads – with outstanding properties 

which offer clear advantages in all areas of appli-

cation:

• Maximum smoothness

• High radial loads 

• Unbeatable reductions

NoiselessPlus is the perfect combination of strength, 

precision and reliability. And all of this despite unique 

smoothness.

NoiselessPlus – the quiet revolution.

NoiselessPlus – a well-balanced force
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NoiselessPlus
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Suitable for any task
From almost silent industrial applications 

through to a gearhead for a complex Golf-

Caddy – with four different sizes, Noise-

lessPlus planetary gearheads can fulfi l a 

wide range of different tasks. Noiseless-

Plus is sure to have a suitable solution for 

your requirements, too.

NoiselessPlus – smoothness in four sizes

NoiselessPlus 32, 42, 52 and 63 – 

four sizes for every requirement

Sound power levels
There‘s a good reason why the Noiseless-

Plus series of planetary gearheads was 

given this name: Measurements in the 

 certifi ed noise laboratory confi rm top 

values for smoothness and noise reduction 

for the system. These exemplary sound 

levels are achieved through the combina-

tion of modifi ed tooth design and preci-

sion manufacturing of the gearhead parts.

Reduction comparison
NoiselessPlus planetary gearheads make 

reductions up to 21:1 possible in the one-

stage version. This is signifi cantly more than 

any other comparable product can offer – 

these achieve maximum reductions of 10:1.

The two-stage versions of NoiselessPlus 

can even achieve reductions of 231:1, 

whereas the two-stage technologies of 

competitors can only realise maximum 

 reductions of 70:1.

The reductions offered as standard for 

NoiselessPlus are harmoniously graded 

from 4.33 to 231:1. Further reductions 

can be realised for special applications.

Radial loads
Thanks to their ingenious design, Noise-

lessPlus planetary gearheads are also 

 excellently suitable for extreme radial 

loads. Double ball-bearing output shafts 

ensure the required load capacity even at 

very high speeds. There is no need for 

counter-bearing of the output shaft in the 

application.

1) Catalogue: IMS Gear GmbH Technomotive, issue 04/2005
2) Catalogue: Dunker Motoren Alcatel Sel AG, direct current motors series GR, issue 02/2005

Reduction series

Comparative product I 1) Comparative product D 2)
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Radial load overview

NoiselessPlus – silent power

NoiselessPlus planetary gears are available 

either as one-stage or two-stage versions 

in the sizes 32, 42, 52 and 63. All the ver-

sions work with the same reduction ratios. 

The motors included in the scope are 

adapted to the transferable gear power.  

NoiselessPlus 63.2, i=121:1 when idling
Measurement in accordance with DIN EN ISO 1680 by LGA QualiTest GmbH, Nuremberg

*1) maximum sound pressure level at a frequency of 1000 Hz

*2) total sound power level
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Material combinations
Flexible and versatile: We design your gear-

head solution tailor-made to your require-

ments thanks to our modular principle. Ad-

apt your NoiselessPlus system exactly to 

your smoothness, torque or power require-

ments by replacing individual components 

by modules made of other materials. We can 

realise customer-specifi c special solutions 

from 500 units per year.

Motor attachment possibilities
Usually, you will receive NoiselessPlus 

drives as complete units made up of motor 

and gearhead. The teeth of the sun wheel 

of the fi rst stage (pinion) are milled direct-

ly into the motor shaft (pictured on the 

left). This makes a compact gearhead de-

sign possible, as well as particularly low-

noise rotation. If you would like to use 

other motors, you can connect these to 

the gearhead using bonded or push-on 

 pinions. In the case of bonded pinions, 

 fi tting takes place directly at ZEITLAUF® to 

ensure a permanent connection and opti-

mum rotation properties (pictured centre). 

The push-on pinion is fi xed on the motor 

shaft using a clamping ring and connected 

with the motor via a connecting fl ange 

(pictured on the right).

Gearhead stages
NoiselessPlus gearheads are excellently 

prepared to cope with the high speeds in 

the fi rst stage and the large torques in the 

output stage. Planetary wheels made of 

high-grade plastic guarantee optimum 

noise reduction during operation. The heli-

cal teeth ensure even, fl owing contact and 

thus enable especially high load transfer 

coupled with excellent smoothness.

The bores of the bearings in the plastic 

planetary wheels have cross-grinding 

which ensures optimum embedding of the 

lubricant over the whole gearhead service 

life.

The complete gearhead is encased in a 

 single-piece planetary housing made of 

turned, solid aluminium. The teeth are 

slotted rather than cast, for maximum pre-

cision. The result: unique smoothness and 

minimum wear.

In the input stage, a sun wheel with bevelled teeth sets up the low-noise smooth connec-

tion between the motor and the high-speed fi rst gearhead stage.

The planetary wheels are enclosed in a ball-bearing cage and remain in the correct posi-

tion even under maximum load.

The double ball-bearing, hardened and ground output shaft of the output stage is made of 

sturdy case-hardened steel and fi tted as standard with a feather key groove or face. The 

sealed grooved ball bearing guarantees maximum smoothness even at maximum radial and 

axial loads (up to 1,000 N).

Attachment possibilities for indi-
vidual solutions
Usually, NoiselessPlus gearheads transfer 

torque through output shafts with feather 

key connection (DIN 6885, Form A, pictured 

on the left) or face (pictured in the centre). 

Thanks to the production of output shafts 

made of special case-hardened steel, both 

feather key groove and face are particular-

ly wear-proof. The use of special output 

shafts is also possible (pictured on the 

right), e.g. with double faces, offsets, 

(thread) bore holes on the end and circum-

ference, holes or serration. We can also re-

act fl exibly to segment, centring and 

housing form, too.

Plastic

(POM)

Brass Non-harde-

ned steel

Hardened 

steel

Stainless 

steel

Aluminium

Sun wheel

Planetary gear

Internal gear

Output shaft

Planetary gear 

Hollow gear

Output shaft

Housing

Possible material combinations in the NoiselessPlus module

possible materials

materials used in the standard modular system

NoiselessPlus – limitless technology
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Process
ZEITLAUF® is permanently optimising the 

effi ciency of its own production processes. 

Thus , for example, state-of-the-art indus-

trial robots carry out the extremely precise 

honing process and exact test measure-

ment in one working step. We also provide 

the means for you to design your process 

workfl ows as economically and profi tably 

as possible – with high-power and low-

maintenance gearhead solutions that can 

be confi gured exactly for your specifi c 

applications.

Design
ZEITLAUF® wants to inspire you – with 

 no-compromise products. We draft and 

construct individual drive solutions for 

you, or confi gure complete gearhead mo-

tors with all electrical components from 

our standard modular system. 

ZEITLAUF® gearheads are matured right 

down to the tiniest detail. You benefi t from 

strict quality management which kicks in 

right at the beginning of the design phase.

Engineering
What we have achieved and the experience 

gained from this achievement always 

forms the basis for the continual further 

development of our products. Experienced 

and creative teams in research and devel-

opment draw up solutions for you which 

provide the optimum answer both in terms 

of technology and economy. 

Precision
Unique engineering competence is the 

basis for our success. We aim to achieve 

maximum perfection whatever we do for 

you. To realise this, we develop and con-

struct our production machines ourselves 

in part, tailor-made to our own require-

ments. 

Production
Our production processes are continually 

stretching the limits of what is possible 

and meet the most stringent quality data.

We actively push the development of gear-

head technology in order to provide you 

with solutions that are convincing in the 

long term with unbeatable added values.

In-house developed production machines 

such as the ZEITLAUF® high-speed slotting 

machine for the fully automated produc-

tion of our planetary housings ensure the 

effi ciency of our production.

Quality
ZEITLAUF® uses top technologies in order 

to realise the drive solutions of the next 

generation today. Every step in the process 

chain is accompanied by intensive quality 

checks. With fully developed measuring 

methods and exhaustive material and 

function tests, we ensure that every pro-

duct to leave our premises also meets all 

the stringent specifi cations. 

NoiselessPlus – perfection from A to Z
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An incomparable variety 
of possibilities
NoiselessPlus planetary gearheads stand 

out not only thanks to their extreme 

smoothness and particularly low-noise 

 operation, but also thanks to their great 

fl exibility. NoiselessPlus has a modular 

design – depending on your requirements 

you can exchange one or more individual 

components in order to achieve the best 

possible performance for your task.

With the standard modular system we put 

the individual components of your Noise-

lessPlus gearhead together to achieve 

maxi mum noise reduction and smootness, 

optimise effi ciency or realise quite individ-

ual reductions between 4.33:1 and 231:1.

NoiselessPlus gearheads are fi tted with 

high-quality brushless EC motors in the 

factory. They can also be combined with all 

other common motors as variants of the 

NoiselessPlus standard version. In addition, 

ZEITLAUF® will also be happy to prepare 

modifi ed tailor-made solutions for you on 

the basis of the NoiselessPlus standard 

gearhead. 

Economical advantage

ZEITLAUF®’s quietest planetary gearhead 

NoiselessPlus scores with technical intel-

ligence, durability and excellent value for 

money.  The individual confi guration 

possibilities, extremely sturdy and low-

maintenance components with a service 

life of more than 10,000 hours in nominal 

operation as well as ease of integration 

into  exis ting systems provide you with 

clear cost advantages and long-term 

invest ment security. 

Spacer ring 

Plastic spacer ring for holding 

the ball bearing of the support 

housing. 

Bearing needles 

Hardened bearing needles for 

the long-life, low-wear bearing 

of planetary wheels.

Support housing 

Torsion-resistant machined support housing 

made of aluminium. Holds the supported 

needles of the planetary bearing and the ball 

bearing on both sides.

Planetary housing 

Extremely precise one-piece planetary housing 

made of aluminium with slotted teeth.

Carrier disk

Made of machining 

steel.

Second stage drive

Sun wheel made of machining 

steel, inductively hardened at the 

joint.

Motor shaft/pinion

Sun wheel with bevelled teeth mini-

mises noise in the high-speed fi rst 

gear stage.

Connecting fl ange 

Adapted to the geo-

metry of the attached 

motor.

Ball bearing 

Sealed grooved ball bearing for maxi-

mum radial and axial loads.

Ball bearing support housing 

Covered grooved ball bearing 

for supporting the support 

housing with maximum radial 

loads.

Output shaft 

Output shaft made of hardened 

and ground case-hardened steel, 

with feather key groove or face 

as standard.

Planetary wheels fi rst stage 

Planetary wheels of the fi rst gear 

stage with special profi le for opti-

mum noise reduction, made of 

plastic with bevelled teeth, bearing 

borehole with cross-grinding.

Planetary wheels second stage

Planetary wheels of the second gear 

stage with special profi le for opti-

mum noise reduction, made of 

plastic with bevelled teeth. Bearing 

borehole with cross-grinding.

NoiselessPlus – solutions in detail
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NoiselessPlus 32 NoiselessPlus 52

NoiselessPlus 42 NoiselessPlus 63  
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High-quality drive solutions demand perfection
Our competent engineering solutions are moving the market and 

setting benchmarks in industry. These facts have established us as 

a recognised technological leader. 

Increasing our customers‘ success even further – motivates us 

particularly. To this end, we achieve top performance in every 

project and settle for nothing less than the best in terms of qual-

ity. For us, nothing is more important than using our top technol-

ogies to turn your visions into reality.

ZEITLAUF® – assuring you the decisive lead in your markets.  

The focus is on your requirements
You will get a comprehensive performance package from us: from 

individual products from our standard modular system through 

tailor-made modifi ed gearhead motors through to special deveop-

ments as complete performances.

The ongoing intensive sounding out of new possibilities coupled 

with fi rst-class engineering and maximum production quality 

guarantee us our leading role on the driving technologies market.

In-house software developments for the calculation and simula-

tion of tooth-gear designs, basic research on the manufacturing 

of gear teeth, production of own rolling slotting machines as well 

as research projects with renowned colleges of higher education 

and technology companies underline our high level of compe-

tence.

With strict quality management in all internal processes and con-

tinual endurance tests we create an enormous added value for 

you and secure you worthwhile value creation advantages.

ZEITLAUF® is your competent partner for successful drive 
 solutions.

Solutions for demanding industries

Door technology
Safety in daily operation is absolutely imperative in public trans-

port. Opening and closing of the doors or extension of the 

footboard are made possible by specially developed ZEITLAUF® 

gearhead motors. These ensure reliability and smooth running 

under maximum radial loads and heavy impact.

Sport and leisure equipment
Demanding golfers require greatest comfort, maximum smooth 

running and superior reliability from their electrically driven golf 

caddies. The long battery run-time guarantee high effi ciency and 

power density and thus golfi ng pleasure from the fi rst drive to the 

last putt. The comfortable golf caddy drive should neither be seen 

nor heard, despite changes in load and ground profi le.

We also prove the top-quality performance and diversity of our 

development work when implementing special requirements. We 

adapt NoiselessPlus standard gearhead solutions to your require-

ments and integrate them into quite new, completely functional 

units, for example:

Medicine
Saving people’s lives and keeping them alive with reliable drive 

solutions – there is no room for compromises in medicine. Reli-

able technology and an extremely long service life coupled with 

minimum noise development are the requirements that medical 

equipment has to meet day after day.

Standard
Standard modular

system

Version
Adaptions from

standard Individual
specially developed 

drive solutions
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ZEITLAUF® GmbH antriebstechnik & Co KG

Industriestraße 9

D-91207 Lauf a. d. Pegnitz

Postfach 100130

D-91191 Lauf a. d. Pegnitz

info@zeitlauf.com

www.zeitlauf.com

F2, Whiteleaf Business Centre

11 Little Balmer

info@zeitlauf.co.uk

www.zeitlauf.co.uk

antriebstechnik

ZEITLAUF® GEARMOTORS Ltd.

Tel. +49 (0) 91 23 / 9 45-0

Fax +49 (0) 91 23 / 9 45-145

phone: +44 (0) 12 80 / 82 45 16

fax: +44 (0) 12 80 / 82 45 17

Buckingham MK18 1TF

Great Britain

With NoiselessPlus, a gearhead from our standard range, you are deciding in favour of one of 

the smoothest running planetary gearheads currently available on the market. In addition, you 

will benefi t from the whole comprehensive range of ZEITLAUF® products and services:

3,573 Drive Solutions
For each demand, we have the correct drive. A high standard of engineering competency and 

logistical fi nesse, for optimal achievement and maximum effi ciency, in an unbeatable modular 

system:

• 3,573 different drive solutions with unique power densities and application ranges

• „Assembling on demand“ – fast and customised combination of the components you need 

 to the highest standard of perfection.

48 Hours Service
We react fl exibly to the demands of a market with short-lived tendencies. After receipt of the 

order, we are able to dispatch to you your specifi cally confi gured drive – up to 20 pieces – 

within 48 hours*. Even a larger number of items and small-batch items can be ordered from 

our standard modular system.

Keep-Word-Warranty
We push back the limits with a singular warranty promise and go to exceptional lengths:

• replacement or repair of a defective gear motor, twice within a year – without question 

 of blame

• an error log for the cause of failure with each return consignment

• in the case of overloading of the gear motor, exchange against a more powerful solution 

 and full setting off of the price for the original drive

Standard modular system, online shop
Our unbeatable standard modular system is of course also available online. Our Internet portal 

contains a unique product confi gurator which you can use to put together all of our 3,573 

solutions according to your specifi c requirements. Select and order the product you require 

intuitively, conveniently and smoothly. 

Click our online shop – International: www.zeitlauf.com
 Great Britain: www.zeitlauf.co.uk 

NoiselessPlus – unheard of power!


